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Mariposa Gallery
"Flights of Creative Fancy"

by dailyinvention

+1 505 268 6828

Fay Abrams founded her first crafts gallery in Old Town in 1974 as a
showcase for local artists with a flair for taking ideas and materials far
beyond the confines of standard application. They have shaped, forged,
hammered and woven stone, glass, wood, fabric, clay, and other materials
into objects that are as beautiful and sometimes provocative; as they are
one-of-a-kind. Owners Liz Dineen and Jennifer Rohrig will answer your
questions about each object with the kind of knowledge, pride and
enthusiasm that is normally reserved for a parent discussing her child.
www.mariposagallery.com/

info@mariposa-gallery.com

3500 Central Southeast,
Albuquerque NM

Harwood Art Center
"Art Dealer, Gallery & Consulting"

by Ed+Bierman

+1 505 242 6367

A surprising array of quality artwork greets you in one of four galleries
that occupy space in this historic downtown building of Harwood Art
Center. But the galleries are only part of this center. In other rooms,
workshops for artists are held on subjects like marketing their work and
career strategies. There is a small cafeteria inside and musicians and
singers are featured often. This art center is a mecca for up and coming
artists, and it brings the community cutting edge, high quality arts
programming.
harwoodartcenter.org

info@harwoodartcenter.or
g

1114 7th Street Northwest,
Albuquerque NM

Albuquerque Museum
"Interesting Local Museum"

by puroticorico

+1 505 242 4600

Since its inception in 1967, the Albuquerque Museum has been a hub for
historical and artistic treasures. Located in the Old Town area, the
museum has a huge collection of artifacts and relics from as far as 400
years. Visitors can gain a deeper insight in the city's history and culture.
New Mexico's art, Albuquerque's history, and Southwest culture, come
together at this museum. Live performances take place at the museum's
amphitheater quite often. For the little ones, there are educational
programs. The museum also takes you through a guided tour of the 18th
Century Casa San Ysidro, a spectacular old house.
www.cabq.gov/culturalser
vices/albuquerquemuseum

albuquerquemuseum@cab
q.gov

2000 Mountain Road
Northwest, Albuquerque NM

by sporst

Tinkertown Museum
"Weird and Whimsical"
Located in Sandia Park, Tinkertown is a quirky museum that is home to a
slew of oddball and exciting sights and activities. A creation of carver and
painter, Ross Ward, Tinkertown Museum houses a fortune teller, circus
performers, caricatures and a huge vintage sailboat, among other
delightful sights. The design of the museum is also unique, with its
structures being made out of a series of bottles. Housing an eclectic mix
of weird and whimsical objects and sights, a day at Tinkertown is sure to
be exceedingly fun-filled.
+1 505 281 5233

tinkertown.com/

121 Sandia Crest Road, Sandia Park NM
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